Community Events in WordPress
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September 12, 2018 - Drupal Community Track
CIAO!
SONO FRANCESCA

★ WordPress Community Team Representative
★ WordCamp and Meetup Organiser
★ WordPress Community Manager
WHAT
Meetups

★ In person meetings

★ meetup.com pro account paid by WordPress Foundation
5 Good Faith Rules

1. WordPress Meetups are for the benefit of the WordPress community as a whole, not specific businesses or individuals. All actions taken as an event organizer are with the best interest of the community in mind.

2. Membership in the local Meetup group is open to all who wish to join, regardless of ability, skill, financial status, or any other criteria.

3. Meetups are volunteer-run with volunteer speakers. In cases where a modest attendance fee might be necessary, this fee should only cover the costs of the Meetup and shouldn’t be used to pay speakers or organizers.

4. Meetup groups allow events to be organized by any reliable/trusted member of the community.

5. Meetups are welcoming places where everyone works to foster an accepting environment which is free of discrimination, incitement to violence, promotion of hate, and general jerk-like behavior.
https://www.meetup.com/pro/WordPress/
WORDCAMPS
Don't know if this will work or not, but it should be fun regardless.

Matt Mullenweg, 2006
★ 2006 - 1 event
★ 2007 - 5 events
★ 2008 - 25 events
★ 2009 - 49 events
★ 2010 - 63 events
★ 2011 - 57 events
★ 2012 - 67 events
★ 2013 - 71 events
★ 2014 - 80 events
★ 2015 - 89 events
★ 2016 - 115 events
★ 2017 - 126 events
2018

- 85 - January to August
- 55 - September to December
Prices

★ 20$ per day or equivalent based on the Big Mac Index

★ WordCamp Europe: 40 EUR

★ WordCamp US: 40 USD
CONTRIBUTOR EVENTS
WPTranslationDay3: the numbers
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here are some statistics for the day

Local events worldwide
Countries
Local events RSVPs
Tweets with #WPTranslationDay
Translated strings
Logged in users on GlotPress
New Translators
New PTEs
New GTEs
Locales impacted
Language packs created
Total number of projects modified

@FrancescaMarano
Become a Drupal contributor
Friday from 9am

- First timers workshop
- Mentored contribution
- General contribution
DO_ACTIONS
VOLUNTEERS
WORDPRESS COMMUNITY SUPPORT PBC
COMMUNITY TEAM
TOOLS
Links and Documentation

- Community Team Website
- WordPress TV
- Code of Conduct
- Luca Sartoni: Unite and Prosper
QUESTIONS?
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